Make your mark and make it last.
Total dedication to your vision.

Boston Children’s Hospital
Boston, MA
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Mesabi Black®

Photo credit Nelson Byrd Woltz

Delivering for you every step of
the way
From buildings and civic monuments to parks and other gathering spaces,
Coldspring provides the building material solutions that architects, landscape
architects and contractors need for a worry-free experience.
You’ll have the industry’s most experienced and committed team to support you
with your vision, every step of the way. By being involved early we can partner
with you to resolve issues creatively and efficiently. You’ll find our people and
capabilities beneficial at all stages — from design, estimating and specification
through final delivery to the job site. A partnership with Coldspring means the
work will be completed on time, on budget and exactly as you expected.
Expertise & Resources
Tell us your needs and we’ll work with you to meet them. Coldspring’s
extensive extraction, fabrication and distribution capabilities are backed
by an unmatched sales, design, estimating, drafting, support service
and project management staff ready to work with you.
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A history of collaboration
Coldspring has been serving the industry in natural stone quarrying
and fabrication for more than a century. Today, we rank among the
world’s most trusted providers of granite, limestone and other natural
stone, offering virtually limitless choices for color, tone and texture.

Green practices have been in our
nature from the start.
The LEED ® certification trademark is owned by the U.S.
Green Building Council ® and is used with permission.
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Coldspring Headquarters
Fabrication Facility

Quarry Location

We have quarries, plant facilities and
sales offices located across the country
to stay responsive to our customers and
help them buy regionally. This is one
company that is truly made in America.
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BRONZE

MESABI BLACK®

ACADEMY BLACK®

Find a broad palette of granite, sandstone and limestone colors, cuts and finishes

to meet your needs. Establish your image and create an impression of strength

and reliability with bronze signage.

For more information visit our website
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ROCKVILLE BEIGE

AGRA BROWN SANDSTONE

INDIAN SUNSET

COLD SPRING BLACK

RAVEN BLACK

CHARCOAL BLACK®

RAINBOW®

MOUNTAIN GREEN ®

ECHO LAKE®

RHONE MOUNTAIN SANDSTONE

LAKE SUPERIOR GREEN ®

PRAIRIE BROWN

SUNSET BEIGE

KENORAN SAGE

AGATE

SUNSET RED ®

RADIANT RED ®

AGRA RED SANDSTONE

CARNELIAN ®

ROYAL AUBURN ®

LAC DU BONNET®

DUNNVILLE SANDSTONE

KASOTA VALLEY® LIMESTONE

GOLDEN BRASIL

LAKE PLACID BLUE®

IRIDIAN ®

SIERRA WHITE®

ROCKVILLE WHITE®

TEXTURED

SPLIT

ROCK PITCH /

DIAMOND 8
®

DIAMOND® 100

DIAMOND® 10

THERMAL
POLISHED

SPLIT & DRESSED
DIAMOND® 5

DIAMOND® 200

RUB & SAND

PACIFIC
BUSH HAMMER

DIAMOND® 300

All finishes shown in
Carnelian®

Our comprehensive suite of standard finishes - from the glossy, highly reflective
Polish to the rough-hewn textures of our Diamond® series is where you’ll
discover a finish that perfectly conveys the inspiration behind your designs.

For more information on our finishes visit our website
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Realize your design vision
You will have a talented team of seasoned natural stone experts at
your disposal.
Owners, architects and construction professionals share our love for
stone. Over the decades, our partnerships have helped transform
countless ideas into breathtaking structures, combining world-class
craftsmanship and technology to achieve stunning results.

Visit one of our various quarries
to ensure you find exactly what
you’re looking for.

For more than five decades, master craftsmen from Coldspring
have designed and manufactured the specialty diamond tools
used to cut, grind, shape and profile all kinds of stone with extreme
precision and control. Experience our extensive line of professional
grade tools ideal for cut-to-size stone fabrication, monuments,
masonry and many other stone working applications.

Mesabi Black® Quarry

For more information on our tools visit our website
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Save time and money:
Improved coordination with engineers and

See stone in a new dimension
Realize the BIM efficiencies with stone through our fully upgraded library.

construction professionals
Access to accurate modeling details from the
earliest stages of design
Reduced change orders during fabrication

Coldspring offers a vast library of BIM (Building Information Modeling)
families. These families include details for applications such as stone wall
facing, anchoring, sills, flooring, countertops and more.
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ROCKVILLE WHITE ®

IRIDIAN ®

LAKE SUPERIOR GREEN ®

For product specifications and access to BIM objects visit our website

Photo credit Steve Maylone Photographer

Ralph L. Carr Colorado Judicial Center
Denver, CO
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Mother Nature’s original green
building material
Stone is one of the most durable materials you can use for any application. When
specified and detailed correctly, our products can last for hundreds of years—
resulting in some of the lowest embodied energy of any material. Developing and
maintaining a sustainable operation is a Coldspring core value that not only affects
how we do business, but also shapes our corporate culture.
Building on a long-standing commitment to establishing and promoting industrywide best practices that treat the source of our products (the earth) with respect,
Coldspring is dedicated to developing and maintaining resource management
and processing practices that minimize our impact on the environment.

Milbank Quarry
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Coldspring has added the Declare
label to our product offering to assist
project teams in determining how
best to source local products that
support regional economies.

COLDSPRING HEADQUARTERS
C0275214-100

Connecting to LEED® & LBC
Sustainable Production of Natural Dimension Stone
The ANSI/NSC 373 Sustainable Production of Natural Dimension
Stone Certification ensures architects and owners that stone for their

CHARCOAL QUARRY
C0243750-100
MESABI BLACK QUARRY
C0243751-100
ROCKVILLE QUARRY
C02243747-100

buildings is produced in an economic, environmental and socially
responsible manner.
The standard is recognized by the U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED
green building program v4 in the Material and Resources section
— Specifically in Building Product Disclosure and Optimization,
or Responsible Industry within the Material Petal of Living Building
Challenge, an International Living Future Institute program.

MILBANK QUARRY
C0243757-100
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City Creek Fountains
Salt Lake City, UT
Mesabi Black®
Prairie Brown

Parks and plazas bring people together. Stone
and bronze provides an appealing, weather
resistant solution for beautifying public spaces.
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Photo credit Martin van Hemert

Total dedication
Stone is one of the oldest building materials in use and remains the
material of choice for the most modern architectural designs.
From facing and paving to landscape and civic monuments, we provide
a full line of functional, elegant and enduring architectural solutions.
No matter the size — bring your vision to life with a partnership with us.
Visit our website for a complete project portfolio

MESABI BLACK®

Dilworth Plaza
Photo credit OLIN / Sahar Coston-Hardy

Philadelphia, PA
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Riverside Roundabout
Los Angeles, CA
Academy Black®

Expressions that endure
Weathering adversity. Building character. Enduring the test of time.
All stone tells a story.
With its beauty and presence, natural stone can convey power,
community, tranquility and divine inspiration. No other material is this
expressive or versatile. Whether you want to make a bold statement or
achieve harmony with natural surroundings, we can help bring your
vision to life.

Photo credit Makena Hunt
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Stout Student Union

Alexander Lofts Art Park

Menomonie, WI

Miami Beach, FL

MESABI BLACK®

DUNNVILLE SANDSTONE

KASOTA VALLEY® LIMESTONE
CREAM

Photo credit Marliese Carmona
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Granite Community Bank
Cold Spring, MN

Let us deliver for you

CARNELIAN ®

Providing peace of mind for architects, contractors
and installers.
Our unique combination of cutting-edge technology,
resident knowledge and industry experience makes it
possible to deliver such comprehensive support.

CHARCOAL BLACK®

ECHO LAKE ®

RAINBOW®

ROCKVILLE BEIGE

SUNSET RED ®
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St. Francis of Assisi
Staunton, VA

MOUNTAIN GREEN ®

Natural stone adds prestige
to any project, with endless
possibilities for customization
in every detail.
Photo credit Michaels Photography

Photo credit Tyler Hoysradt Photography
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Victory Memorial Drive
Minneapolis, MN
Lake Superior Green®
Carnelian®
Sierra White®

Photo credit Landmark Photography & Design
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Coldspring capabilities
As one resource, from natural stone and bronze to industrial
and diamond tooling products, Coldspring has been serving
the architectural, memorial, residential and industrial markets
since 1898. Headquartered in Cold Spring, MN, the company
has multiple facilities across the country, including 30 quarries,
five fabrication locations and a bronze foundry.
For more information about Coldspring, visit our
website coldspringusa.com

888 Boylston
Boston, MA
Photo credit Amesse Photography

Mesabi Black®
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Gen. Benjamin O. Davis Jr. Barracks
West Point, NY

Photo credit Amesse Photography

MESABI BLACK®

17482 Granite West Road

T

800.328.5040

Cold Spring, MN 56320-4578

F

320.685.8490
coldspringusa.com
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CHARCOAL BLACK®

